Huntington High School
2013 Local History Day Winners

Senior Division

**Historical Paper:**
1st: *The Growth and Transportation of Japan into a Global and Imperial Force*: Thomas Kouttron
2nd: *The Industrial Revolution*: Andrew Napurano
3rd: *The Removal of the Underpinnings of the Global Economy*: Chelsea Holmes

**Individual Website:**
1st: *Aviation on Long Island*: Rachel Boisclair
2nd: *The Telephone: A New Way to Communicate*: Llanira Flores
3rd: *The Enlightenment*: Keti Tsotskolauri

**Group Website:**
1st: *The Jungle: Exposing the Wild Side of American Industry*: Nina Cartwright, Alex Koumas, & Sabrina Palacios
2nd: *Triangle Shirtwaist Fire*: Molly Brambil, Megan Healy, & Caitlin Yarbрудy
3rd: *The Destroyer of the Worlds: The Atomic Bomb in the Dawn of the Nuclear Age*: Justin Engelsher, Marc Feldman, Brian Gilbert & Brian McConnell

**Individual Documentary:**
1st: *Birmingham Campaign*: Caroline Berejka
2nd: *D-Day*: Allison Berejka
3rd: *Malcolm X*: Beth Coneys

**Group Documentary:**
1st: *I Love Lucy and Perceptions of Women*: Natalie Lanzisero & Emily Maggio
2nd: *The Tuskegee Experiments*: Alyson Baker & Emily Saltman
3rd: *Ford Motor Corporation*: Dylan DelGuidice & Justin Meyer

**Individual Exhibit:**
1st: *The Rise of Japan*: Jack Kitzen
2nd: *The Fall of a Prison and the Rise of a Republic*: Tommy Dayton
3rd: *The Industrial Revolution*: Jack Malone

**Group Exhibit:**
1st: *The Kent State Massacre*: Gillian Erhman & Olivia Palmer
2nd: *The Silent Era: Moving Pictures Moving Forward*: Rachel Carpenter & Lena Scarpulla
3rd: *The Black Death of 14th Century Europe*: Heidi Mendez & Jean Miller
Group Performance:
1st: Going Steady: A Post-War American Phenomena: Julianna Barca & Gabriella Mandriota
2nd: Gabrielle Goodridge & Charlotte Levinson

Individual Performance:
1st: Bobby Marcus

Special Awards

Best Ancient History Topic:
Leonardo Da Vinci: The Renaissance Man
Jeannie Morgenstern

Best Modern History Topic:
The Scopes Monkey Trial
Aaron Feltman, Caroline McCartney, & Latoya Shand

Best Topic in American History Senior Division:
Watergate
Haley Miller & Shannon Smith

Outstanding Entry on Military History:
The Manhattan Project
Sara Totura & Lyndsey Williams

Outstanding Entry on Asian History:
International Adoption in China after 1992
Annie DeChiaro

Outstanding Entry on the Physical and Life Sciences:
The Discovery of Penicillin
Alex Mandriota & Summer Rudish

Outstanding Entry on Genocide, Bias, or Tolerance:
The Nuremberg Trials: Preparing Humanity to Defend Against Future Genocide:
Emily Shutman, Cara Sorrentino & Chelsea Connell

Outstanding Entry on African-American History:
Alvin Ailey: Creator of the Integrated Dance World
Nancy Fallon & Melany Lanham-Ciancia

Outstanding Entry on Women’s History:
Marie Curie a “Woman of Firsts”
Katerina DePasquale & Jamie Paragallo
Clio Award: (Rewards innovation and creative excellence)
*The End of the Silent Era*
Nina Flores & Hannah Lomele

**Outstanding Entry on Presidential History:**
*How One Bullet Changed the Course of History*
Kylie Palmer & Marygrace Trousdell

**Jack Abrams Local History Award:**
*Aviation and Long Island*
Rachel Boisclair

**Principal’s Award:**
*How Martin Luther’s 95 Theses Altered the World*
Patrick Lombardi